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Materials: Fire classification of materials, construction products and building 
elements

(“EUROCLASS”) EN ISO 13501—1:2002 classification ? (ex: D-s2, d0)
EN 13823: Single Burning Item (SBI), fire technical testing of building products.
This test simulates a large fire (i.e. a dustbin full with paper), in a corner of a room covered with the tested material. This test is used at EU level to determinate the 
acceptance levels for building materials in regards to fire resistance. 

CPAI84/5-6: Specification for Flame-resistant Materials Used in Camping Tentage (1995)
This standard is the US tent flame retardant standard. It specifies the test methods and the minimum results to classify a tent material as Fire Retardant. The part 5 gives 
all definition for tent floors. The part 6 gives all definition for tent walls and tops. The tests are done on small test pieces, in small fire chambers. This standard is widely 
used for tents in the international business.

ISO6940: Textile fabrics -- Burning behaviour -- Determination of ease of ignition of vertically oriented 
specimens
This standard specifies a test method for the measurement of ease of ignition of vertically oriented textile fabrics and industrial products in the form of single or multi-
component fabrics (coated, quilted, multilayered, sandwich constructions, and similar combinations), when subjected to a small, defined flame. This method assesses the 
properties of textile fabrics in response to flame contact under controlled conditions. The tests are done on small test pieces, in small fire chambers.

ISO6941: Textile fabrics -- Burning behaviour -- Measurement of flame spread properties of vertically 
oriented specimens
This standard specifies a test method for the measurement of flame spread times of vertically oriented textile fabrics and industrial products in the form of single or multi-
component fabrics (coated, quilted, multilayered, sandwich combinations, and similar combinations) when subjected to a small, defined flame. The tests are done on small 
test pieces, in small fire chambers.
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Design: Analytical design of fire protection for Shelters

Evacuation sequence:
- Number of people
The possibility of escape in case of fire should be based on the maximum number of people that can be expected to be on the Shelter. A shelter has been design 
according to the Sphere Standards for a family of five persons. To assess the evacuation time, persons with reduced mobility or children should be considered also. As a 
role of thump, a family of five will be considered as parents with three children.
- Perception time

According to the European standards, the perception time for people who see a fire should be not less than 30 seconds which is similar to the case of any one room 
shelter.
- Preparation time
Preparation time refers to the time period taken for people to interpret the situation and prepare to move which is equal to 60 seconds according to the Swedish Building 
Regulation BFS 2013:12 BBRAD 3 (people can see the fire).
- Evacuation time
The evacuation time is the time it takes to evacuate the shelter and will consider both walking times and queuing times through the door. According to the Swedish 
National Board of Housing, walking speed and people flow of five people inside one room shelter with surface area of 17.5 m2 (Sphere standard) might be considered as 
space of high densities and family moving in group. This means that an adult will move with speed of 0.6 m/s and a child with speed of 0.4 m/s. As the family will 
evacuate through the shelter door, the flow will be not more 1.1 p/sm. Therefore, the minimum time for a family to evacuate the one room shelter (moving distance around  
5 m) during the day time or the night time with proper lightening is:

t = 29.4 seconds  ~  30 seconds

This time may vary depends on how people are distributed and their behaviours inside the shelter. It will need less time for adults inhabitants who move independently 
while difficulty with evacuation may occur with the presence of disable or sick inhabitants. However, the risk of injury is not taken into account in this analysis.
Therefore, the total evacuation sequence minimum time will be 30+60+30 = 120 seconds (2 minutes) to evacuate the entire one room shelter designed with the min 
Sphere Standards.
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Design: How to measure these 2 minutes?

This will be critique with the following criteria:

x Smoke layer level above floor: Lowest 1.6+0.1 × Shelter height = ~ 1.88 m
x Visibility, 2.0 m above floor: 5.0m in the shelter 17.5 m2 area (total length of the shelter around is 5-5.5m)
x Heat dose: maximum of 60 kJ/m2 above energy from a radiation level of 1 kW/m2
x Temperature: maximum of 80°C
x Heat radiation: maximum of 2.5 kW/m2
x Toxicity, 2.0 m above floor: CO concentration < 2000ppm, CO2 concentration < 5% and O2 concentration >

15%
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Layout: What is the minimum safe distance to maintain in the field between shelter 
units to limit the risk of shelter to shelter fire spread?

Sphere Standards:

The referenced two (2) m spacing refers to an acceptable unobstructed fire break passageway or fire road free from guy ropes or other obstructions to be maintained on all 
sides of all tents and emergency shelters. It’s important to note that the guy ropes are considered part of the tent body.
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Layout: What is the minimum safe distance to maintain in the field between shelter 
units to limit the risk of shelter to shelter fire spread?

The UNHCR handbook for emergencies:

The recommended distance between shelters again references collapse and the need to maintain 
twice the height criteria as addressed under sphere above. 
Additionally the handbook address issues associated with highly flammable materials where the 
spacing should be increase to 3 or 4 times the overall height e.g. straw, thatch, etc.
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Layout: What is the minimum safe distance to maintain in the field between shelter 
units to limit the risk of shelter to shelter fire spread?

Transitional Shelter Guidelines (DFID, IOM, Shelter centre - 2011):
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Layout: What is the minimum safe distance to maintain in the field between shelter 
units to limit the risk of shelter to shelter fire spread?

International fire code:

Section 3103 of the Fire Code states (IFC - USA) addresses temporary tents and membrane structures specifically:
• It is limited in size to 120 square feet; and
• Occupancy is limited to 10 or less persons; and
• There is a minimum of 12 feet of separation between the canopy and the building (including any overhang or canopy; and
• No open flame or cooking is associated with the use of the canopy.
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Questions?

THANK YOU


